
 

Cleaning the Floor 
Is it permissible to sweep a carpet that became dirty over Shabbos?  

It is permissible to lightly sweep a carpeted floor with a broom in order to 
remove dirt particles from the surface of the carpet1. However, one 
should not sweep vigorously because this will cause smaller particles of dirt 
which are beneath the surface, to be lifted.  - מלבן -   

 
Is it permissible to wash the floor on Shabbos? 

It is forbidden to wash the floor on Shabbos2. If something sticky spills in a 
small area, one may take a small amount of water and wipe the area, 
either with one's hand or with a napkin/paper towel, but not with a cloth. 
One may also wipe the spill while wearing a plastic glove, if one rubs 
lightly3 4.  

The stick of my broom fell out on Shabbos. May I replace it? 

No. It is also forbidden to tighten the stick if it became loose5.  
 

If a child plays with real kitchen pots, is it permissible to put them 
away if one is bothered by the mess, although the space is not 

technically needed? 

If the pots are used only for cooking, then it would not be permissible to 
put them away by moving them in their regular way. If the pots are used 
for a purpose that is permissible on Shabbos such as storing food, then 
they may be put away even if the space they are occupying is not 
necessary. If the pots contain food that will be eaten, they are permitted 
to be moved regardless, since the pots are considered battul (insignificant) 
relative to their content6.  -  לאיסורכלי שמלאכתו -     

                                                           
1 This does not constitute Melabein because nothing is being removed from within the carpet.  .   
2 Chazal were concerned that one may come to flatten holes, which is forbidden due to the Melocho 

of Boneh. Therefore, they prohibited washing floors, even indoors, where the floor is generally 
paved, so that one may not come to wash an unpaved floor. Although Chazal also prohibited 
sweeping outdoors for the same reason – so as not to come to flatten holes (Boneh) - Chazal did not 
extend the Gezeira to prohibit sweeping indoor floors where the floor is generally paved. The reason 
for this leniency is because there is a greater need to sweep than to wash. 

3 Wiping plastic is not Melabein unless it is done vigorously.  
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